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Most discussions in electronic media and intellectual forums about the effect of globalization
and National Security predominantly focus on the threat of radicalization, lone-wolves and
jihadism in Europe. In yesteryears, we have accustomed to dozen of terror-related fatalities in
several EU member states that brought to light the Achilles-heel of poor and reluctant
intelligence sharing on law enforcement level. Notwithstanding the plethora of books,
journals and research papers on national security and intelligence cooperation in Europe,
there has been an iota research work on interconnectedness and togetherness since years.1
The arrival of jihadist and radicalized elements-belonging to various terrorist and extremist
infrastructures of Asia, African and Middle East, and foundation of their terror financing
networks across Europe, exacerbated in the pins and needles of security and intelligence
experts that these networks can further cause destructiveness and mortality.2 However, we are
witnessed to the fatalities inflicted by terror attacks carried out by these extremist forces in
several EU member states. These and other national security challenges forced European
leadership to concentrate on the professionalization of intelligence cooperation and
interconnectedness.3
Some states introduced security sector reforms, while some are fighting the old communist
security infrastructure in their own states, consequently, attempts to bring intelligence and
law enforcement agencies under democratic control facing unbreakable challenges. The EU
intelligence cooperation and interconnectedness has under gone several phases of changing
mechanism, including the incorporation of Eastern European communist intelligence and
security infrastructure, and the US war on terrorism, where all European intelligence agencies
physically exercised their power and expertise in Iraq, Syrian Libya and Afghanistan4.
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Expert of Security and intelligence, Mr. John M. Nomikos in his recent paper floodlighted
intelligence cooperation among the EU member states and stressed the need of intelligence
sharing: “European intelligence cooperation is the most important weapon in the fight against
the new threats in the 28 EU member states...............Even though, effective intelligence
cooperation is hard to achieve even at the national level as different services compete for
resources and attention from the decisions makers, past terrorist incidents in Europe served as
a wake up for the European commission to promote intelligence-sharing and cooperation
among EU institutions and Member States”5.
Intelligence sharing faces many challenges, including working with undemocratic and
communist intelligence infrastructure in Eastern European States; such as Romania, Poland,
Moldova, Baltic States, Ukraine and Bosnia, where political, bureaucratic and private
stakeholders causes irksomeness and apprehension. They don’t want completion of the
process of intelligence under democratic control-making alliances to procrastinate security
sector reforms as well. For example, Romania is still fighting the old undemocratic security
system, and its reform process is screeching-halt.6 Consequently, lack of reforms and
intelligence sharing caused diversification of state-based threats. The threat of bioterrorism,
dirty bomb attacks, and use of radioactive gases have put in danger internal security of all
member states.7
After the Paris, Madrid, London, Munich and Nice terrorist attacks, the EU member states
were waiting for a miracle to bring a ready-made panacea to their exponentially growing
pain. They responded to these threats poorly with an amateurish mechanism, and never
realized that intelligence and security reform is a must to make intelligence professional and
well-qualified. The Europol and Eurojust came under severe criticism. In Britain, after the
London Bridge attacks in June 2017, Prime Minister announced counterterrorism measures
and powers, and in June 2018, her government published a revised and amended CONTEST
Strategy, and Counterterrorism and Border Security Bill8.
Despite all these security measures, attempts, and changing national security approach,
performance of British intelligence and law enforcement agencies remained poor and
contradictory. They failed to tackle more than 25,000 jihadists-dancing in streets and towns
of the country where they have established criminal networks. Their lack of coordination, and
undependable national security approach raised several important questions.9 Britain’s
National Security Strategy failed to keep pace with emerging threats from post Brexit
security challenges. National Security Strategy also failed to professionally respond to the
exponentially growing espionage networks of foreign intelligence agencies, extremism and
radicalization.10
In 2017, government published National Security Capability Review (NCSR) as a “quick
refresh” of capabilities, but authorities in one of government committee said it does (not do
justice” to the volatile security environment.11 Moreover, cooperation with EU intelligence
agencies failed to cultivate a strong relationship with policymakers and civil society as well.
The country’s Snoopers Charter Surveillance (SCS) received sharp criticism from political
leaders, civil society and electronic media on its bulk interception communication and
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acquisition.12
On 03 June 2018, the Guardian newspaper reported a damning criticism against the British
spies that their share of intelligence is obtained under torture-in breach of official guidance.
These allegations were found in a letter sent to Foreign Secretary, Boris Johnson by Emily
Thornberry and shadow Attorney General Shami Chakrabarti: “The commissioner’s most
recent report reveals a doubling of cases considered under the Consolidated Guidance,
compared with the last three years, and an unprecedented number of acknowledged failures to
apply the guidance”.13
The revelation that the US agencies share intelligence may possibly obtained under torture is
an embarrassment to the government. In May 2018, government sought mean-culpa to Abdul
Hakim Belhaj and Fatima Boudchar, who were taken into custody by CIA with the help of
British intelligence. Thornberry and Chakrabarti argued: “With the recent installation of a
new CIA Director heavily implicated in the US torture and rendition programme, the UK
government must demonstrate that it takes its compliance with the international prohibition
on torture seriously”.14
Democratic Audit (03 October 2018) in its all-inclusive report assessed ways, in which the
UK intelligence is scrutinized, to ensure that the agencies are operating on right direction:
“The Intelligence and Select Committee (ISC) remains an imperfect and very limited body
for the regulation of the large , powerful, and secretive intelligence services. Despite recent
reforms which have seen the body becomes a committee of parliament, and with influence
over its membership extended to parliament, it is still a body over which the government and
Prime Minister exercise an enormous amount of influence”.15
There were so many hindrances due to which EU intelligence agencies could not establish a
better relationship. The Netherlands, Denmark, Moldova, Ukraine and Baltic States felt
threatened, and their complaints about the weak intelligence sharing were matter of great
concern. Amidst all these controversies, complaints, and failures, on 21 January 2015, French
Prime Minister Manuel Valls presented a package of security and intelligence reforms, to
make professionalize his country agencies. Before the Nice terrorist attacks (14 July 2016),
his reform package failed to address security challenges.16 However, Germany was dancing
to the same tango, when its intelligence agencies failed to intercept lone wolves and Muslim
extremism. In Moldova and Georgia, security crisis caused more torment, while their support
to the EU integration was weak.
However, amidst this controversial intelligence engagement, German intelligence started
spying on France, and created clouds surveillance on US and Britain, and British intelligence
was spying on Germany that prompted misunderstanding and distrust. On 06 November
2013, BBC reported head of German Parliament’s Intelligence Committee who called for
enquiries into alleged spying committed by British intelligence in Berlin. Consequently,
German intelligence were looking at the US and UK agencies with a hostile mood.17
The Belgian Foreign Minister once warned that more intelligence on home-grown extremism
was needed after the EU intelligence agencies came under heavy criticism when they failed to
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share high quality intelligence before the Paris attacks. French Home Minister complained
that no information about possible attacks was purveyed by the EU agencies. The German
intelligence reforms of 2016 didn’t change controversial operational mechanism of the
Federal Intelligence Service (BND). The consecutive failure of BND to intercept terrorist
attacks in Germany raised several important questions.18 On 16 February 2018, heads of EU
Intelligence Chiefs appealed to the EU leaders for continued intelligence sharing after Brexit.
In their joint statement, it was insisted on the cooperation among EU member states to
professionally respond to the exponentially growing radicalization and extremism.19
On 14 May 2018, Mr. Andrew Parker, Chief of MI5 demanded consistent relationship with
the EU agencies: “In today’s world, we need that shared strength more than ever”, he told
German counterpart. In a series of papers, British government issued strongest warnings that
internal security of the EU can suffer capability gap.20 On 20 June 2018, the head of GCHQ
made an unprecedented intervention in the dispute with Brussels over post-Brexit security by
spelling out how British intelligence had saved European lives. Jeremy Fleming, Director of
the Surveillance Agency revealed that Britain had supplied information that had helped to
break up terrorist plots in four European countries over the past year.21
Intelligence cooperation among the EU member states has always been underwhelming due
to the different stakeholders bureaucratic attitude and their personal interests. No country
wants to share its national secrets on the pretext that terrorist element may possibly retrieve
it.22 Security expert Bjorn Fagersten (2015) has spotlighted flawed approach of some EU
states towards intelligence sharing: “Scholars of international design suggest that when some
states contribute more to an institution than others, they will demand more sway over the
institution. Other states will grant this control to ensure their participation. Such hierarchical
control can reduce the autonomy loss for powerful states and mitigate the risk of free riding
and other collective action problems by allowing some states to monitor others. Elements of
hierarchy may thus offer net intelligence gain for an organization such as the EU, as long as it
empowers actors with high-quality intelligence capabilities. To a large extent, this was the
case in the building of INTCEN”.23
With the Brexit referendum in 2016, and the announcement of Teresa May government to
leave the EU project relations between the EU member states and the UK remained in strain.
However, some provoking statements of British leadership caused further distrust. Prime
Minister Teresa May issued some harsh statements, and warned that her government would
prepare to crash out of the EU if could not negotiate a reasonable exit deal. However, the EU
leaders warned that Britain cannot gain access to the single market.24
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